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The overall project objective 

is to explore and optimize Li-rich FCC materials for use as cathodes in 

electrical energy storage, with the aim to enable a disruptive new battery 

technology that can achieve energy densities of 1400 Wh/L (750 Wh/kg) 

on cell level.



Not by classical intercalation, and not by conversion, but by

storage on lattice sites of a cubic closed packed lattice of Li2MO2F.

� Paradigm change in storing Li

LiFePO4

Ref. J. Molenda (2011)

New class „Li rich FCC materials“

66% of cation sites occupied by Li

Li2MO2F  � MO2F

� R. Chen et al., EP 2 921 455 A1 (2014)

� R. Chen et al., Adv. Energy Mater. (2015)

� Sh. Ren et al., Adv. Science (2015)

Li rich FCC cathode

(discharged)

Li depleted FCC cathode

(charged)

Very high volumetric energy densities possible; 5000 Wh/L measured at 1 C rate with Li2CrO2F

What is the project about? 



What scientific/technical challenges is the project tackling? 

- Mitigate cyclic degradation / surface engineering at moderate temperatures

- Elemental composition

- Materials synthesis 

Material class recently discovered



What technological solutions is the project developing? 

• WP 1: Identify and develop compositions and structures of Li-rich FCC candidate

materials (HIU/KIT).

• WP 2: Understand and optimize the chemistry and processes at material interfaces

(UUppsala)).

• WP 3: Understand and optimize charge transport in such materials, in the bulk, at

the interface, and through more complex material architectures (DTU).

• WP 4: Evaluate the potential of Li-rich FCC materials in Li-ion battery applications on

the laboratory scale (CEA).

TRL 1 � TRL 3-4

First milestone (synthesis and delivery of material to partners) reached (M6) �



What will be the impact if the project is successful?

- What is the market for the technology?

Batteries where high volumetric energy density is needed. 

- What are the market risks? (what could go wrong in terms of technology adoption by 

the market? How solid are the market forecasts?)

We have not done a market analysis and are still in the phase of technology risks. 

We believe the potential leap-frog improvement of storage capacity will open 

opportunities.

- How will Europe-based industry (in particular manufacturers of advanced materials) 

benefit from the technology?

Europe has several large companies making materials for batteries. OEMs are interested, 

too, but wait for the next steps (e.g. TRL 4)



1) We need to develop improved next generation materials (NMC 622, 811,…) and 

establish a related cell fabrication even if this means considerable invest and time for 

establishing the process. Otherwise high supply risks and costs for European 

carmakers. 

2) We must be aware of the resource situation, especially on the cathode side. 

According to a big German OEM, the global resources/reserves of Co (given 622 or 

811 NMC would be used) allow  building of 85 Mio battery cars only. 

� a global electromobility based on the current technology is not possible.

3) Search and develop alternatives: 

- Co-free cathodes for LIB

- post-Li ion and post-Li technologies

4) Develop fabrication technologies in close collaboration with early research

What is potentially missing to take the project results from the lab to 

the market with a manufacturing of the advanced materials &/or 

batteries in Europe? 



Thank you very much

www.hiu-batteries.de



Success-critical scientific challenges

Modelling

� Identification of promising candidate materials (D 1.2, M6)

� Modelling of processes at interfaces

� 3D-Modelling of electrodes

Analytics

� Understanding the transport mechanism of Li+ in the bulk and through the interface

� Understanding of degradation mechanisms

Synthesis activities:

� Develop synthesis methods for bulk materials with controlled crystallinity and less to 

no amorphous content

� Provision of enough material for every partner (D1.1, M6)

� Engineering the interface so that optimal transfer of ions and electrons is possible

� Development of low temperature coatings

� Development of optimized electrolyte formulations

� What is the optimal crystallite size?


